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SEVERAL THOUSAND YEARS ago people believed that vision involved the emission of some kind of radiation by the eye. Everyone realized the eyes are necessary—an eye injury causes a loss of vision—but people in ancient times imagined the eye sent out rays and bounced them off distant objects, providing a sense of vision by analyzing the returning radiation. If vision really worked this way, then eyesight would result from the eye actively exploring the environment.

But vision works differently. Arab scholar Abu Ali al-Hasan Ibn Al-Haitham (965–1040) correctly proposed that the eye receives radiation emitted by other sources; some of the radiation travels straight to the eye, which makes the source visible, and some of the radiation reaches the eye after bouncing off objects that do not otherwise emit radiation, which is how these objects become visible. The major source of this radiation, called light, is the Sun. Light is the messenger of vision, and the eye is tuned to detect it.
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Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c Command-Line InterfaceApress, 2014

	Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c Command-Line Interface shows how to use Enterprise Manager’s powerful scripting language to automate your database administration work and save time by scripting routine tasks, and then executing those scripts across collections of databases and instances in your environment. This book is chock...
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Statistics and Data Analysis for Financial Engineering (Springer Texts in Statistics)Springer, 2010

	Financial engineers have access to enormous quantities of data but need powerful methods for extracting quantitative information, particularly about volatility and risks. Key features of this textbook are: illustration of concepts with financial markets and economic data, R Labs with real-data exercises, and integration of graphical and...
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Computer Science: The Hardware, Software and Heart of ItSpringer, 2011

	Computer Science: The Hardware, Software and Heart of It focuses on the deeper aspects of the two recognized subdivisions of Computer Science, Software and Hardware. These subdivisions are shown to be closely interrelated as a result of the stored-program concept. Computer Science: The Hardware, Software and Heart of It includes certain...
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C# in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2002
C# in a Nutshell aims to become the de-facto standard for this young programming language. A reference to be used daily, this book also includes essential background information to become productive quickly. Not a "how-to" book or a rehash of Microsoft's documentation, this book goes to the source of the...
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Microsoft Office 2000/Visual Basic Programmer's Guide (Microsoft Professional Editions)Microsoft Press, 1999

	Congratulations! If you’re reading this foreword, you’re either using, or considering using, Microsoft® Office 2000 as a part of a custom solution. Either way, the book you hold in your hands is the best available...
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Drupal 8 for Absolute BeginnersApress, 2015

	Drupal 8 for Absolute Beginners is your definitive guide to starting from scratch with Drupal even if you have little web knowledge. This book teaches you the basics of HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and PHP in relation to Drupal, so that you can begin to use this popular CMS with all of its features.


	You will first learn how to...
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